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Guest editorial: A rolling
boil - folk music on
Labour Day
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Marie Russell

My Labour Weekends are usually spent camping at the

annual Wellington Folk Festival, held—for almost all of

the 17-odd years I've been attending—at the delightful

Brookfield Outdoor Education Centre in Moore’s Valley,

in the wilds beyond Wainuiomata. ‘Folk’ music is a

slippery concept, as LHP member Michael Brown’s

research attests*, and as 2014 was the 50th ‘Wellyfest’, it

was a time for reflection.

What kind of music gets played has changed over time.

For example, a few years back penny whistles were

ubiquitous; I saw just one on stage this time. The same

with Northumbrian pipes: 15 years ago, a brave punter

could attend pipers’ workshops at the Festival; this year

I didn’t hear even one; I kind of miss their wailing. The

bluegrass groups are generally top-notch, but there’s

never quite enough bluegrass for my taste! There are

more dance classes now than in the past, mostly European

styles, with excellent live music accompaniment. The

solo singer-with-guitar remains a standard but everything

from hurdy-gurdies to saxophones now make their

appearance, and some fine acappella (unaccompanied)

singing. There's jamming everywhere: the best jams

feature good musicians confidently leading a tune while

encouraging any hesitant beginners to join in.

Who attends the festival has changed too: 15 years ago,

almost all were grey-haired; now a large contingent of

teenagers and young adults dance their socks off at

ceilidhs or do their own thing at ‘the campfire’. There

are special children’s sessions too. What’s generally absent

from the folk festival is a Maori or Pacifica attendance.

I reckon people attending would welcome a strong

indigenous or South Pacific presence. It might also open

the way for more of those kinds of interesting fusions

that have happened between Maori and Irish music,

for example.

But a key part of the Festival that remains constant is

the political content sitting easily just under the surface

in songs about work, workers, oppression, the struggle

for justice, the joys and sorrows of everyday life.

Sometimes these themes emerge explicitly; for example,

since Pete Seeger died in January, this year we had a

special workshop about his life and the chance to hear
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and join in singing songs he wrote, adapted or made

famous. Local folkie Peter Dyer presented the session

and invited audience contributions. National Radio aired

an interview with Dyer about Seeger on Labour Day

(see http://www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/

labourday).

On another level, the link between labour history and

live folk music for me is on a rolling boil at the folk

festival; it’s all about working together. The live performer

can’t operate without an audience; the group collaborates

to get that overall sound; the chorus really only works if

people join in; you need exactly eight people to make up

sets for some dances, or a huge circle of pairs for others;

the harmonies sound best when singers raise their voice

while listening to get the blend right. These are values

that sit well with union ideas, and make folk music—

whatever it is—a comfortable place for revitalising

the spirit.

Marie Russell is a committee member of the LHP

* See, for example, Brown, Michael. "Earnest Spade Work": The New
  Zealand Folklore Society, 1966-1975. Journal of Folklore Research,
 Volume 44, Number 2-3, May-December 2007, pp. 127-160

We were pleased to welcome a good number of members

and friends to the LHP’s annual general meeting on

Tuesday 29 July (and thanks are due to the Museum of

Wellington City and Sea for the use of their room). It’s

always nice to be able to review the year just past, to talk

about issues of interest, and to look forward to continuing

our work of promoting and encouraging labour history.

The committee now consists of me, Russell Campbell

(treasurer) Marie Russell, Cybèle Locke, Sue Shone, David

Grant, Richard Hill, Bill Rosenberg, Peter Clayworth,

Claire-Louise McCurdy (secretary), Grace Millar, James

Taylor, Barry Pateman, Jessica Moran and Russell Pierce.

Russell has a long involvement with the Maritime Union

of New Zealand and the Workers’ Educational Association,

among other things, and we are glad to welcome him.

The highlight of the AGM was a talk by Grace Millar.

Grace recently completed a doctoral thesis at Victoria

University on how families managed, and survived, the

1951 Waterfront Dispute. She spoke not only about this

research but also about how her own experiences as an

activist, particularly in supporting supermarket workers

in a more recent and prolonged dispute, shaped her

research interests and the way in which she approaches

historical work.

 Grace’s talk emphasised solidarity. I’ve just seen a film

which has that message too. Pride is the story, based on

historical events, of a group of young gay and lesbian

activists in London who decided to support the striking

miners in 1984 —on the basis that Thatcher and her ilk

described them all in the same way. The film traces the

developing relationship between these young gays and

lesbians and a mining village in South Wales. Pride is

made with an eye to entertain, of course, and some details

may be faulted, but woven in the laughs and the gags

are some very tough messages about the imperatives and

the difficulties of solidarity. It is well worth seeing and

I thought as I came out of the cinema, how on earth can

anyone say that human rights across the lines of class

and gender and sexual preference are ‘special interests’?

How can they? If anyone’s freedom is diminished, we

are all diminished.

Elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin there is a report

of the inaugural Bert Roth Award in Labour History. It

is great to be able to give this award in memory of one

of the most significant figures in New Zealand labour

history scholarship, and to see how much good work is

being done in the field. We are grateful to Bert’s family

for their support of this initiative.

One other recent piece of work in labour history that

should also be acknowledged is David Grant’s biography

of Norman Kirk, The Mighty Totara. This book was a

finalist in the New Zealand Post Awards general non-

fiction category, and it continues to be prominently

displayed in bookshops around the country. David’s book

captures something of the spirit of Norman Kirk, and

reminds us of an all too brief ‘shining moment’. Kirk,

for all his limitations, really did appeal to the better

angels of our nature.

The Committee would wish me also to record our

continuing appreciation of Mark Derby’s work as editor

of this Bulletin, and Jared Davidson’s excellent work in

designing it. To both friends the Labour History Project

owes much for its ongoing success.

Jim McAloon

Chairperson
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Peter Clayworth

The Runanga Miners’ Hall, until recently under threat

of demolition (as reported in our last issue), is now safe

from the wrecker’s ball. Work has begun on fund-raising

for and repairing the building, which lost its roof during

Cyclone Ita in April this year. Following the cyclone

damage the hall was placed under a demolition notice

by the Grey District Council. A poll among local residents

showed a majority in favour of knocking down all or part

of the building. Despite these setbacks, a dedicated group

of activists refused to give up their fight to save this

taonga of the working class.

The Runanga Area Association, led by Les Holmes, Paul

Kearns and Jo Hart among others, had campaigned for

years to save and revitalise the hall as a community asset

for Runanga. In this struggle they had often come into

conflict with Grey District Mayor Tony Kokshorn and

others on the Grey District Council who appeared

indifferent to the fate of the building. The GDC seemed

to always emphasise the costs and problems of restoring

it. The Council also had a policy of not funding any

community halls in the Grey district. Until this September

the GDC had owned the Runanga Miners’ Hall but leased

it to the Runanga Area Association. After Cyclone Ita the

GDC served notice that the hall would be demolished by

1 August if the leaseholders did not repair it. The Council

also refused to use the insurance money from the Hall

to carry out the repairs.

At a community meeting held at Runanga on 11 June,

heritage activists from around the Grey area decided that

new tactics were needed. It was acknowledged that to

save the hall the Grey District Council had to be persuaded

around. With this in mind a new organisation was

established, the Runanga Miners’ Hall Charitable Trust.

Paul Thomas, Rick King, Sandra Gibbens and Rosemary

Green were appointed as the inaugural trustees.

Greymouth lawyer Bev Connors gave pro bono legal advice.

With the support of Heritage New Zealand, (formerly

the NZ Historic Places Trust), leading earthquake

engineer Win Clarke provided advice and a written report.

A range of supporters presented evidence to a meeting

with the Grey District Council on 14 July. The same

evening Jo Hart organised for coverage of the campaign

to appear on TV 3 News. The meeting led the GDC to

give the newly formed RMH Charitable Trust ten days

to present full restoration and funding plans for the hall.

The Trust was able to do this successfully. As a result

the GDC agreed to work with the Trust to help save the

Runanga Miners’ Hall.

A further meeting on 8 August led the GDC to decide to

transfer ownership of the Hall to the Runanga Miners’

Hall Charitable Trust. It was also decided that the

insurance money from the hall would be given to the

Trust, although at this time the amount involved is still

uncertain. The campaign received a further boost in the

following weeks when former PM Helen Clark posted a

message of support on the Friends of Runanga Miners’

Hall Facebook page.

In the meantime the Greymouth Heritage Trust have

pledged a $30,000 gift and a $20,000 loan for the reroofing

of the hall. Local artist Les Holmes is committed to

repainting the famous slogans on the facade. The ultimate

aim is to have a fully restored building that can act as

both a community venue and a heritage centre. There is

still a long road ahead of fundraising and rebuilding,

but the future is now looking much brighter for one of

the most important buildings in New Zealand’s working

class history. The Labour History Project can feel proud

to have been part of this campaign and will no doubt

continue to provide support through the years to come.
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Cybèle Locke and Grace Millar

Last year the LHP established an annual award for the

most significant con-tribution to the field of labour

history—an event, a publication, a film, an article or,

conceivably, a sustained body of work over a long period

of time. With the support of his family, we named the

award in honour of the late Bert Roth—librarian,

historian, lifelong socialist, and a founding member of

the LHP’s predecessor organisation, the Trade Union

History Project.

The judges took a broad perspective on the definition of

labour history, including non-paid labour. There was a

wealth of labour history produced in many forms in 2013,

from which, after considerable thought, we selected a

shortlist of seven works:

Hazel Armstrong, Your Life for the Job;

NZ rail safety 1974-2000

Rachel Buchanan, Stop Press: the last days

of the newspapers

Jared Davidson, Sewing Freedom

Anne Else, The Colour of Food 

Rebecca Macfie, Tragedy at Pike River Mine

Susan Upton, Wanted a Beautiful Barmaid:

Women Behind the Bar in New Zealand, 1830-1976

Lloyd Carpenter, ‘“A petty and spiteful spirit on

the part of the company”: The 1881 Cromwell

Company Strike at Bendigo, Otago’, Labour History,

No. 105, 2013: 187-210.

When we assessed labour history works, we also took

into account the following:

- How well does the work reveal exploitation and

  people’s efforts to challenge exploitation?

- Does it give voice to those whose histories remain

  out of view or marginal to mainstream history?

- Is it well written or presented, and is the work

  accessible to the public?

It was a difficult decision but in the end we selected

Tragedy at Pike River Mine: how and why 29 men died by

Rebecca Macfie as the winner of the inaugural 2014 Bert

Roth Award.

Drawing on over 100 interviews, Macfie, with meticulous

attention to detail, takes you through a step by step

process of how many mistakes were made, safety

regulations sidelined, danger signs ignored, whistles

blown, and then ignored, along the road to the Pike River

Mine disaster on November 19 2010. Every person who

was part of this tragedy is given fair treatment, no matter

the position they took. Characters are well-rounded

and human, occasionally monstrously so. It becomes

blindingly obvious that good people don’t count in

rotten systems.

Macfie also details how the government and company

attempted to control the story of the disaster once it had

occurred, and is an important correction to the

contemporary media coverage which lionised CEO Peter

Whittall. To anyone who remembers the days between

the first and second explosion, Macfie’s discussion of

the way false hope was kept alive when anyone who knew

anything about coal-mining knew that everyone must be

dead, is particularly powerful. Macfie reclaims the past

from media spin and demonstrates the importance of

labour history.

Inaugural Bert Roth
Award in Labour History
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This specific account of the Pike River Mine disaster can

also be read writ large —of how unregulated, unfettered

capitalism, cloaked by public relations spin and

accompanied by neutered unionism, destroys lives and

environments.

In this vein, Hazel Armstrong’s booklet Your Life for the

Job: NZ rail safety 1974-2000 also addresses how

privatization and deregulation—particularly in relation

to safety—cost so many lives in the railways between

1994 and 2000. Poignant photographs and poetry eulogize

the deaths caused by cost-cutting. What is inspiring is

the role of Rail and Maritime Transport Union in

mobilizing and campaigning to bring about a ministerial

inquiry and re-regulation of the industry with legislation

in 2005. Of course, the fight continues.

We just don’t hear about it much… for very good reasons

that Rachel Buchanan describes in Stop the Press: the last

days of newspapers, another strong candidate for this

award. This is a brave account of how the newspaper

industry has been downsized and outsourced, almost

into oblivion. Buchanan takes us from her own jobsite

as an outsourced subeditor, contracted by Fairfax Media

for Australian newspapers (other teams subedit for NZ

newspapers), to the soon-to-be-closed Tullamarine

printing plant in Melbourne, to the downsized Tasman

Mill in Kawerau.

Jared Davidson, in Sewing Freedom, meticulously pieced

together the life of Philip Josephs, a Latvian-born Jewish

tailor who immigrated to New Zealand via Scotland in

1904. Josephs, Davidson argues, was not only central to

anarchist organising among New Zealand’s radical

working-class in the early twentieth century, but

embedded such radicalism in an international anarchist

movement. Davidson brings early twentieth century

anarchist culture in Wellington to life —and was a lovely

backdrop for the 1913 Walking Tour of Wellington, which

I participated in last year.

Lloyd Carpenter’s article on the Bendigo Gold strike of

1881 reminds us of the continuity of workers’ resistance

outside the time periods that have received most attention

from labour historians. He documents the particularly

vicious tactics of employers to try and get workers to

return to work. One of the strengths of this article was

Carpenter’s focus on the way the history of the strike can

still be seen in the landscape and the buildings that

remain.

Both women’s work and service work have been under-

served in New Zealand labour history and Susan Upton’s

Wanted a Beautiful Barmaid  makes a substantial

contribution in rectifying this omission. Her work

concentrates on the way barmaids have been seen,

understood, discussed, and often legislated for

over a 146-year period. In doing so Upton reveals the

wider social context for the treatment of barmaids and

how their own voices have been overlooked and silenced.

Anne Else’s food memoir The Colour of Food also explored

women’s work. More personal than the rest of our

nominees, this beautifully written e-book told Else’s life

history through the meals she ate and those she prepared.

Else describes significant changes in the work of home

cooking as New Zealand food culture changed. As she

was deeply involved in the New Zealand women’s

liberation movement, her memoir also explores the

politics of unpaid labour, and the monumental challenge

women mounted to the status quo in the 1960s and

1970s. Else demonstrates the importance of personal

stories and individual lives.

The Bert Roth Award will be presented again in 2015,

and the LHP welcomes suggestions for nominations.

In 2103 the LHP first held an essay competition, to mark

the centenary of a similar competition run by the young

Walter Nash. The subject of the inaugural competition,

‘Another World is Possible’, attracted a large number of

entries from throughout the country, and you can read

the three winners on the LHP website.

The essay competition will be run again early in 2015,

with a deadline around May Day. For more information,

contact the judging convenor, Dr Cybèle Locke:

cybele.locke@vuw.ac.nz

‘Another World is Possible’
essay competition, 2015
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A tribute by Jim McAloon

Edward Gough Whitlam was a remarkable man by any

standard. A lawyer by profession, he represented a

western Sydney seat in the Australian House of

Representatives from 1952 until 1978. Leader of the

Australian Labor Party from 1966 until 1977, he led the

ALP back into government in 1972—the party had been

out of office since 1949. The three years of the Whitlam

government coincided almost exactly with the Kirk-

Rowling Labour government in New Zealand.

By the late 1950s Whitlam was making his name as a

modernising figure in the ALP. Never lacking in self-

confidence, his imposing physical presence and relative

youth (he was twenty years younger than the party’s

leadership) were combined with a belief that the party

had to engage more with the concerns of an increasingly

prosperous urban middle class. Deputy leader of the

party from 1960, he became leader in 1967. Both before

and after 1967 Whitlam frequently went out on a limb

on questions of policy and party structure alike, and

more than once came close to expulsion. The long

conservative hegemony of the Liberal Party was fading

by 1972 and, like Norman Kirk in New Zealand,

campaigning on the slogan ‘It’s Time’, Whitlam secured

a narrow majority in the House of Representatives in

the December 1972 election.

The Whitlam government shook Australia up, with 1973

being something of a wonder year. His government

established diplomatic relations with the People’s

Republic of China, abolished conscription, greatly

expanded public funding in education and health, began

to place women’s rights and indigenous land rights on

the agenda, and above all encouraged a tone of Australian

independence. There was a certain complementarity

between Whitlam and Kirk in much of this innovation.

It was the misfortune of both Whitlam and Kirk that

their governments had to deal with the rapid decline in

the world economy touched off by the quadrupling of oil

prices after the Yom Kippur War of October 1973.

Australia’s public finances and balance of payments

quickly went into severe deficit and inflation rose.

Whitlam and most of his ministers were determined to

maintain their social policy agenda, and indeed to foster

Australian economic indepen-dence. Emblematic of this

was the attempt by Rex Connor, Minister for Minerals

and Energy, to raise large loans in order to fund public

control of Australia’s abundant mineral resources.

Unfortunately, the government’s urgent need to borrow

led some ministers to cut corners.

The Whitlam government had other problems. The

caucus and, indeed, Cabinet, were often fractious and if

Whitlam’s frequently imperious manner grated with less

gifted colleagues, some of his own ministers were not

notably loyal or disciplined. Although Labor won an early

election in May 1974, the party lost control of the Senate

early in 1975. So long in government, elements within

the Liberal Party refused to accept Labor as a legitimate

government. A new Liberal leader, Malcolm Fraser,

orchestrated the Senate’s obstruction of the government’s

budget and conspired with the Governor-General, John

Kerr, to have Whitlam dismissed on 11 November 1975.

This action was controversial at the time and in the

opinion of many, myself included, was grossly improper,

for in any Westminster system a government holds office

as long as it maintains the confidence of the House of

Representatives, and the head of state is obliged to act

on the advice of a prime minister who enjoys such

confidence. Fraser was sworn in as a caretaker prime

minister and the ALP was heavily defeated in the election

in December 1975. Losing again in 1977, Whitlam

resigned the ALP leadership and left parliament the

following year. The Hawke government appointed him

as ambassador to UNESCO, after which Gough and his

wife, the equally impressive Margaret, lived a long and

active retirement. Margaret died in 2012, shortly before

their 70th wedding anniversary.

For all his faults—mostly in the field of political

management, although he misjudged Indonesia over

East Timor in 1975—Gough Whitlam was (literally) a

towering figure in the Australian labour movement.

Remarkably, in later years he made his peace with

Malcolm Fraser, and the two campaigned together for an

Australian republic. The best study of his life is Jenny

Hocking’s two-volume biography.

Gough Whitlam 1916-2014
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Former LHP committee member Michael Brown is now

the librarian, Arrangement & Description, at the

Alexander Turnbull Library in Wellington. He advises us

that the library has recently acquired labour history-

related material, including the following:

 

New Zealand Educational Institute: Further records

(MS-Group-2171)

Mainly comprises records of the Education Service

Paraprofessional Association (ESPA), a union now

subsumed by the NZEI. Various branch records of the

NZEI are also included, and other files relating to various

NZEI activities. Material recently accrued to this collection

can be found under the reference numbers: 2014-179-

01 to 2014-179-21; and MS-Papers-11779-01 to MS-Papers-

11779-311.

 

Red Ink - The Southern Cross Labour newspaper within

the 1940s social background (MS-Papers-11651-384)

Comprises typescript draft of `Red Ink', a fifteen-chapter

study of the Labour Party newspaper Southern Cross,

which ran from 1946-1951. Includes cover letter to

Christine Cole Catley from the author Alice Clayton, who

was married to an editor of the newspaper (Ralph

Clayton).

 

William Henry Hosking (PAColl-10134-1)

Head and shoulders studio portrait of William Henry

Hosking taken circa 1880s by an unidentified

photographer. Hosking was a saddler, Christchurch city

councillor (1883-1887) and first President of the New

Zealand Knights of Labour (1887-1888). There is also a

portrait of his wife Ellen Kennedy Hosking (PAColl-

10134-2). A digital image can be viewed here URL:

http://natlib.govt.nz/records/32378187

WILLIAM HENRY HOSKING. HOSKING, PETER, 1955- : PHOTOGRAPHS OF WILLIAM

HENRY HOSKING AND HIS WIFE ELLEN. REF: PACOLL-10134-1. ALEXANDER TURNBULL

LIBRARY, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND
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Peter Clayworth

A letter from a brother to his sister, on 9 August 1914, gives a vivid account of

the streets of Wellington at the outbreak of the Great War. The letter was written

by Allan Holland to his sister Stella. Their father, Harry Holland (Henry Edmund

Holland), was then editor of the Federation of Labour-sponsored newspaper

the Maoriland Worker, and later became leader of the Labour Party. While Allan

Holland was firmly against the war, his letter shows the mixed reactions of

unionists and socialists to its outbreak. The original is probably lost, but a copy

was made by Harry Holland’s biographer, Patrick O’Farrell, and is held in the

Alexander Turnbull Library.

POLITICIANS AND A CROWD, OUTSIDE PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, UPON THE DECLARATION OF WAR WITH GERMANY. SMITH, SYDNEY CHARLES, 1888-1972:

PHOTOGRAPHS OF NEW ZEALAND. REF: 1/2-048457-G. ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND. HTTP://NATLIB.GOVT.NZ/RECORDS/22834581
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107 Ohiro Rd

Brooklyn

Wellington

9 August 1914

The jingo spirit has taken hold of New Zealand—Wellington especially

and every night crowds parade the streets singing “Gorsave” [‘God Save

the Queen’], “Britons never, never, never etc” [‘Rule Britannia’] and every

other patriotic song ever written. The processions are usually headed

by brass bands…

During the strike the Watersiders’ Band always ended their performance

with the “Marseillaise” and because this piece was adopted by the strikers’

band, the Tramway band wouldn’t play the “Marseillaise” during the

whole period of the strike. But now they have been bitten by the patriotic

bug and march through the streets blowing the French national anthem

at every possible opportunity.

Something which will probably disappoint and disgust you happened

yesterday (Saturday) afternoon. The Watersiders’ Band held a patriotic

demonstration in the Post Office Square and afterwards paraded the

streets playing jingo airs! A couple of union officials gave short speeches

in the Square and I felt too sick to even interrupt…

Gray (whom Dad beat in the selection for mayoral candidate) said that

we all had to be loyal to the British Empire, the greatest empire on earth

and the empire to which we are all proud to belong.

He also said that the Government should follow the general rule in older

countries of setting all political prisoners free, as soon as war is declared

and should let the strike prisoners out of jail. It didn’t matter a hang

about principles or that the men had been unjustly imprisoned. Gray

is a Socialist, sure, for doesn’t he belong to the SDP [Social Democratic

Party].

Band-misled. The majority were under the impression that the idea was

to march to Parliament House and demand the release of the strike

prisoners.

I met Pat Hickey down town last night and asked him what he thought

of it. He couldn’t find words to express an opinion, but said that he

could see some of the scars made by specials’ batons (under the Union

Jack) on the heads of some of the participants in yesterday’s fiasco.

Nevermind I  saw Dad yesterday and he looked first  c lass.

The National President of the SDP has gone jingo mad. Hiram Hunter

is his name and he took part in a patriotic demonstration down in

Christchurch this week when he informed his audience that he was

standing by his “country—right or wrong.” Still he’s a Socialist—he

belongs to the SDP. I hope my dear old girl is not running jingo mad

too. I know she has too much sense.

(Reference: MS-Papers-1501-16 Alexander Turnbull Library)

New Zealand entered the Great War on 5 August 1914, just four days before

Allan Holland wrote his letter. The British declared war on Germany and

Austria-Hungary in response to the German invasion of Belgium. New Zealand’s

political leaders, especially Prime Minister William Massey, regarded the

Dominion as so much part of the British Empire that it was not necessary to

make a separate declaration of war. (Massey’s Reform Party was strongly patriotic
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and supportive of farming and business interests). The Leader of the Opposition,

the Liberal Party’s Joseph Ward, backed Massey’s support for the Imperial war

effort, as did the majority of the populace. Even Social Democratic Party

(socialist) MPs such as Paddy Webb at first gave cautious support to resisting

Prussian militarism. Webb remained a strong opponent of conscription, which

was introduced in 1916. Webb, like many socialists, held there should be no

conscription of men without conscription of wealth. He was imprisoned in

1917, for sedition, and again in 1918, for refusing to be conscripted.

Less than a year before the outbreak of war New Zealand had experienced one

of the most widespread and violent strikes in its history, the Great Strike of

1913. Militant Red Fed unionists had fought ‘Massey’s Cossacks’, the special

constables, in the streets of Wellington. Militant unionists had also joined

pacifists and civil libertarians in actively campaigning against ‘boy conscription’,

the compulsory military training for young men introduced under the Defence

Act 1909. War was seen by many socialists as a tool of capitalism and jingoism

(aggressive patriotism), pitting workers against each other.

At the time Allan Holland wrote to Stella, their father Harry was serving a 12-

month jail sentence for sedition; a consequence of his activities during the

1913 strike. Holland was released during the early months of the war, along

with a number of other strike prisoners, in a Government attempt to reconcile

the labour movement. Holland was opposed to the war, but his public activism

concentrated on opposition to war profiteering, to conscription and to the ill

treatment of conscientious objectors.

The outbreak of war in August 1914 brought a divided response from the labour

movement. Some unionists held firm to their anti-militarism. For most this

meant relatively muted opposition to war, but a commitment to oppose any

attempts to introduce conscription. Others, despite their former militancy, were

caught up in a wave of patriotism that swept the country. Some labour leaders,

who had formerly emphasised class war, now trumpeted ‘my country right or

wrong’. Hiram Hunter, whom Allan Holland quotes as using this very phrase,

was a Christchurch Drivers Union and Tramways Union official, an activist in

the United Federation of Labour (the Red Feds) and president of the SDP. His

enthusiasm for the imperial cause at the outbreak of war upset many of the

more militant socialists. Despite his patriotic support of the war, Hunter was

strongly opposed to conscription and was eventually jailed for sedition in 1918.

Allan Holland wrote of the scenes in Wellington’s streets with brass bands

promoting patriotic fervour. He was particularly shocked by the activities of

the Watersiders’ Band. This band, founded in 1912, was directly financed by

the Wellington Waterside Workers’ Union. The Watersiders’ Band led marches

and played at meetings throughout the 1913 strike. Its repertoire included such

classics as ‘The Red Flag’ and its signature tune, ‘The Marseillaise’, which was

regarded by unionists as a revolutionary song. With the outbreak of war, however,

‘The Marseillaise’ was reinterpreted as the national anthem of Britain’s glorious

ally France. Given the militant history of the Watersiders’ Band, Allan Holland

was shocked by their patriotic turn at the start of the war. In later years the

band returned to its more militant traditions.

Allan Holland also wrote of the Tramways band, which took a very different

approach during the 1913 strike. Many tram workers in Wellington supported

HENRY EDMUND HOLLAND. S P ANDREW LTD

:PORTRAIT NEGATIVES. REF: 1/2-043531-F.
ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY, WELLINGTON, NEW

ZEALAND. HTTP://NATLIB.GOVT.NZ/RECORDS/22626068
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the strikers; drivers and conductors were known to have thrown special constables

off their trams. The Tramways Union contributed to the strike fund but did

not join the strike. The Tramways band was workplace-based but not directly

financed by the union. It took a strictly neutral stance during the 1913 strike,

refusing to play in support of the strikers. The band members clearly had no

qualms about supporting the war effort in August 1914.

The Social Democratic Party mentioned in the letter had been founded at the

combined unions’ Unity conference of July 1913. The SDP advocated

revolutionary socialism. This meant a complete overturn in the social and

economic system, rather than advocating revolutionary violence. The SDP later

joined with the more moderate ULP (United Labour Party) to found the New

Zealand Labour Party in 1916.

In March 1914 Harry Holland was nominated as the Social Democratic Party

candidate for the Wellington mayoralty. He defeated two other SDP nominees,

C.H. Chapman and J. Gray. Holland was forced to abandon his mayoral campaign

in April due to his sedition trial. John Glover, manager of the Maoriland Worker,

took over the SDP candidature but was defeated by the incumbent, the Reform

Party supporter John Pearce Luke.1

According to Allan Holland, the Mr. Gray who spoke to the watersiders’ patriotic

meeting was the same J. Gray who ran against his father for SDP mayoral

candidate. Newspaper reports of the patriotic meeting reported the speaker as

being George Gray, a watersiders’ union official who played a leading role in

the 1913 strike.2

Pat Hickey, who shared Allan Holland’s disgust over the patriotic demonstration,

was the militant union activist who was secretary of the United Federation of

Labour during the 1913 strike. Hickey, who was strongly opposed to the war,

left with his family for Australia at the end of 1915. He believed, accurately as

it turned out, that New Zealand was about to introduce conscription. Hickey

was strongly involved in the successful Australian anti-conscription referendum

campaigns of 1916 and 1917.

Allan Holland’s letter of 9 August 1914 paints a fascinating picture of Wellington

at the outbreak of war and of the splits that war created among working class

activists who had been comrades in the class struggle.

Peter Clayworth, an LHP committee member, is writing a biography of Pat Hickey

ENDNOTES

1. Evening Post, 2 March 1914, p. 2; 14 April 1914, p. 6; 30 April 1914, p. 3. Maoriland Worker,

    4 March 1914, p. 8.

2. Evening Post, 10 August 1914, p. 6; Wairarapa Daily Times, 11 August 1914, p. 4.
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This year’s Rona Bailey Lecture was given by

Robert Consedine of Christchurch, whose de-

cades of activism followed many of the same

themes that Rona Bailey had emphasised in

her own life. In particular they were both

strongly committed to the struggle against

apartheid, and later, to educating Pakeha

about the Treaty of Waitangi. Robert’s lecture

was delivered on 13 Februay 2014 at Toi

Whakaari/the New Zealand Drama

School. We are very grateful to them for

allowing us to use their Rona Bailey Room,

and to Robert for his thoughtful address, which

was heard and appreciated by a large

audience. A slightly abridged version of the

first part of Robert’s address appeared in the

previous (August 2014) issue of the Bulletin.

This is the second and final part. The full text

will also be available on our website.

Part 2: Working with Te tiriti and the Tangata Whenua

Robert Consedine

The connection between my time in jail and the evolution into Treaty work was

an obvious next step. The shocking impact of meeting such a large number of

Maori in prison stayed in my mind. Whilst Maori protest had begun to impact

on my consciousness, it was not until Maori activists challenged Pakeha, that

we began to take some responsibility for our colonial history. In this generation

Maori had been active on these issues since the 1960s. Nga Tamatoa, ACCORD,

the 1975 Maori Land March, Bastion Point, Raglan Golf Course, Maori Language

struggles, Waitangi Day protests and then the beginning of Crown responses

—Waitangi Tribunal, the SOEs case—to name a few!

The public backlash against Maori activism was strong. The changes in the

Treaty relationship were being driven by Maori. The big question? What was

the role of Pakeha?

Three ideas emerged;

1) Pakeha were responsible for tackling Pakeha ignorance. There was to be

    accountability to Maori BUT not a Maori responsibility.

2) Maori had their own work to do.

3) Pakeha were challenged to ‘create the space’ in the system for Maori.

The Maori challenge

In 1985, after accepting an invitation to became a member of Te Runaka ki

Otautahi o Kai Tahu, we began to face the challenge. Pakeha needed to learn

their own history and begin to confront the history of colonialism in New

Zealand. We needed to develop our own cultural identity and values by

understanding who we were in a cultural and historical context. It was crucial

‘Suing Robert Muldoon and doing
time’: From anti-apartheid to
Project Waitangi

BOB CONSEDINE, 1981
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to take responsibility for our own lack of awareness of New Zealand’s colonial

history, and in particular the significance of the Treaty of Waitangi.

Maori activists knew that the key for Maori was their own empowerment.

Therefore, if Maori were to receive justice, the majority culture had to change,

and for that to occur, Pakeha had to educate themselves and those around them.

The challenge to educate the majority culture was a calling too strong to ignore,

and so I embarked on a journey to relearn the history of New Zealand. I began

listening to Maori activists more closely and reading everything I could lay my

hands on. I spent hours at night poring over books—a practice I continue today

—trying to cram in years of colonial history that I had not been taught.

Our shameful history

What I found out about New Zealand’s colonial history shocked me profoundly.

The colonial history of New Zealand since the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi

was a history of dishonoured promises, fraud, theft and violence against Maori

through a process of systematic colonisation. At every level of the political and

economic systems Maori had been marginalised.

This journey was tremendously liberating as I came to see, feel and experience

issues with a new clarity. I realised how hugely disadvantaged I had been,

growing up in a country where the media and the education system had been

feeding me either misinformation, or as at school, no information at all. Like

many Pakeha, I had to learn to distinguish between truth and political

propaganda.

I became increasingly aware of the information gap that existed between the

general public and specialist historians. I knew this information needed to be

transformed and delivered in a process, which could be understood and

integrated by the general public.

Treaty Education

However, as time went on, members of Project Waitangi became divided over

how Treaty education workshops should be run. The classic dilemmas of the

left—the conflicting ideologies of feminists, Christians, Marxists and trade

unionists—came to the fore. People who brought a feminist or socialist

perspective argued that without that agenda anti-racism work would be futile,

and so on. The challenge was to find a common purpose.

Each leader had an unfailing commitment to the kaupapa, but a different view

on how to carry it out in the workshop content and process. I have always

believed Marxist, socialist, feminist and globalisation perspectives are all

relevant, valid strands of the whole; however, I came to believe that the challenge

in Treaty education workshops was to keep the focus on racism, colonial history

and the failure by governments to honour agreements with indigenous peoples.

By the late 1980s this debate was affecting relationships and creating paralysis.

I decided to withdraw to the periphery of the Treaty network and form Waitangi

Associates.

The person who helped me make this decision was Elsie Locke. Elsie and I

used to swim at the same pool in Christchurch. Elsie generously helped me
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sort out the tangle of conflicting ideologies about the Treaty and helped me

clarify my own way forward. I began to develop a highly interactive, accelerated

two-day workshop model. The process evolved from my psychodrama and socio-

drama training—action methods of teaching. I have never stopped refining the

process and the content.

Parallel Process

In the late 1980s I teamed up with Irihapeti Ramsden from Ngai Tahu. Because

of practical difficulties created by the polarised Treaty politics at the time, we

developed the practice of a parallel process. Mixed, Maori and Pakeha workshops

didn’t work. Those involved could be affected in various ways: fear and self-

censorship by participants in the groups; stories about loss and grief could be

very painful; there was potential for intimidation and a general lack of cultural

safety. In summary, participants had different cultural needs. Irihapeti Ramsden

wanted to lead decolonisation workshops with Maori only.

The Treaty workshops I developed were designed as a starting point for Pakeha

to address the widespread lack of understanding of colonial history, culture,

cultural heritage, racism, sovereignty and self-determination for indigenous

peoples ,  and  to  contr ibute  to  in formed and  reasoned  debate .

My understanding of colonisation and the Treaty deepened as I saw it in the

context of my history of studying world poverty—when I worked for CORSO.

There are 350 million indigenous peoples in the world. Somewhere along the

journey I began to see that all of the issues that concerned me—indigenous

rights, poverty, racism, sexism—as rooted in colonialism and neo-colonialism

—and the dispossession of indigenous peoples.

I would now describe decolonisation as the great challenge of our generation.

I would compare the struggle to the abolition of slavery, the civil rights

movement, the struggle for universal franchise, ‘feeding the hungry’, the

abolition of war. Colonisation contaminates everything for the coloniser and

the colonised.

Normal/superior

For the first 150 years the entire institutional life of the country portrayed the

Pakeha/English world as normal, superior. Pakeha were taught to be superior,

Maori were taught to be inferior. Parliament, government departments, local

government, town planning, the environment, resource management, health,

education and justice systems were portrayed as culturally, economically and

politically neutral. Tikanga and Maori were invisible. Like uncovering layers

of an onion, I was gradually drawn into the chaos of the worlds we have inherited

as a consequence of colonisation and empire—where most of the wealth of

the world is owned and controlled by relatively few people, while millions of

people starve.

Waitangi Associates Ltd

In 1991, when I first started delivering workshops on my own, there was no

money. I would have to earn my way and learn how to run a small business. I

was in serious debt for seven years and operated out of the equity in my house.

Over time the business became sustainable. In 1994 my wife Trish joined this

little business which, since the Christchurch earthquakes, operates out of a

garage. Trish is a brilliant administrator.
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The workshops have succeeded because I decided to make this the very best

training experience participants would ever attend. All methods of teaching

are used. Cultural safety is paramount. Two full-day workshops is the minimum.

What we discovered was that each participant brings numerous and varied

questions to the process. Many of these important questions are subconscious

and the process of the workshop enables them to emerge.

The workshop process uses a wide range of group skills: sociodrama, role play,

sociograms, group reflection, poetry, timelines, sculpture, small groups, action

methods, workbook, videos, audio and music.

The success of the workshop depends on the ability of the workshop leader to

connect with each participant and make the Treaty debate relevant. Each

workshop is completed with a written anonymous evaluation. Participant

feedback is taken very seriously.

Since the death of my colleague, mentor and friend Irihapeti in 2003, my

workshops have been mixed, with a good mix of Maori, Pakeha and other

cultures. Treaty education has become very specialist. There are basic historical

and contextual questions which don’t change, but a workshop full of scientists

has different questions to one of teachers or prison officers, or health

professionals, or police, or local government staff, or staff in psychiatric hospitals

or community workers or engineers. The key challenge is relevance to the

individual participant.

In 2014, after nearly 30 years involvement delivering Treaty education in over

200 institutions, involving more than 50,000 participants, I have never lost my

enthusiasm for the work. There are many significant deceased activists whom

I admired, who were influential on my journey and many who are still alive

and committed to social justice. It’s a long list of extraordinary New Zealanders

and it would be futile to try to name them all.

Finally, when I think about the Maori renaissance, I have never had reason to

change the view articulated by the former slave Frederick Douglass nearly 200

years ago: “Power cedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never

will.” When I think about many extraordinary activists throughout our history,

I remember that Douglass also said, “If there is no struggle, there is no progress.

Those who profess to favour freedom, and yet deprecate agitation, are men

(and women) who want crops without ploughing up the ground. They want

rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the awful

roar of its many waters. This struggle may be a moral one; or it may be a

physical one; or it may be both moral and physical; but it must be a struggle.”

I am very excited at the enormous impact that Maori are having on this country

and what has been achieved so far. Maori, in my lifetime have gone from

invisibility to the centre of political discourse. There is much to celebrate and

more to do.
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Mark Derby

Before emails, before computers, telegrams were what you sent when the

message was urgent. Starting as hard copy, sent through the telephone, and

ending as distinctive all-capitals hard copy at the other end, telegrams traced

the unfolding events of the moment and have often survived to become vital

elements of an historical record.

Recently the Labour History Project was given copies of telegrams sent to Allan

Smith in November 1972, when he was the 24-year-old Labour candidate for

Raglan. They capture some of the urgency, excitement and exultation of that

year’s extraordinary election campaign. The National Party had completed four

successive terms in government, aided by the First Past the Post electoral

system which gave it an inherent advantage. Labour was led by a hefty,

charismatic South Islander named Norm Kirk. He and his team ended 12 years

of dully conservative and utterly conventional administrations, winning 48%

of the vote to National’s 41%, and taking 55 of the 87 seats.

Elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin appears a review of LHP committee

member Dave Grant’s biography of Kirk, and this gives a hint of the breath of

fresh political air which the election victory provided. Also in this issue is a

tribute to the late Gough Whitlam, Norm Kirk’s trans-Tasman counterpart. It

is satisfying therefore, to be able to supplement those biographical accounts

with the raw materials of history in the form of these telegrams.

‘Rationalising, not nationalising’
- a telegraphic account of the
1972 general election
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In one, dated 2 July 1972, Kirk asks Allan Smith to make two last-minute and

telling changes to the party’s campaign manifesto. Several other telegrams,

sent the day before polling day, are goodwill messages from Smith’s fellow

Labour candidates Dorothy Jelicich, Basil Arthur, Eddie Isbey and Trevor Young,

who all formed part of the incoming government. A similar but more expansive

message from Kirk himself was evidently sent to all Labour candidates and

promises, accurately, that “The enthusiasm of our people and all our effort will

set the seal on the election of the third Labour government”.

Allan Smith, standing in the rural National Party stronghold of Raglan, was

unable to unseat the incumbent but he evidently fought a strong campaign.

A follow-up message from Kirk says “You could not have worked harder nor

achieved more and I admire the way you fought your campaign and conducted

yourself in defeat.”

Allan Smith now lives in Brisbane, and passed these telegrams and a copy of

his 1972 campaign leaflet to us via his relatives. We are grateful to him, and

to them, for supplying these terse, evocative primary sources, especially as they

appeared soon after another general election with a very different outcome,

and help to place that recent result in historical context.

Mark Derby was not old enough to vote in the 1972 general election
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Huntly Mine Disaster
12 September 1914
Peter Clayworth

The 12th of September marked the centenary of the second-worst mining

disaster in New Zealand’s history, the explosion of Ralph’s mine at Huntly.

A sorry tale of management incompetence, failure to implement safety standards,

and the breaking of effective unionism, Huntly 1914 bears chilling parallels to

recent events at Pike River.

On Saturday morning, 12 September 1914, 62 men started their underground

shift at Ralph’s mine, Huntly, owned by the Taupiri Coal Company. The mine

had a series of old workings, where coal pillars were left standing to prevent

the collapse of the ceiling and the flooding of the mine by the Waikato River.

The old workings were known to act as a trap for ‘fire damp’, methane gas.

A work team entered one of these areas on 12 September, taking a shortcut to

the site where they were to remove old railings. At around 7.20am John Martin,

the first man to enter the workings, accidentally ignited a large trapped pocket

of fire damp with the naked flame on his acetylene cap torch. The resulting

explosion set fire to the large quantities of coal dust in the mine. An explosive

pressure wave swept through the tunnels, spreading the fire as it went. Forty

one miners were killed underground.1

RALPH’S MINE, HUNTLY, 1910S. THE POPPET HEAD (WINDING TOWER) CAN BE SEEN NEXT TO THE CHIMNEYS.
PHOTO: WILLIAM ARCHER PRICE, REF: 1/2-001763-G, ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY
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Joe O’Brien, working that day as on-setter at the shaft bottom, was fortunate

to survive the explosion. His job was to keep track of the men going in and out

of the mine. He was also to load any full coal skips on to the cages in the shafts,

to be winched out of the mine. At the time of the blast he happened to be

standing between the two shafts and was protected from the blast by the timber

structure dividing them. O’Brien felt a tremendous wave of hot air hitting him,

carrying with it a storm of coal dust. “Within the twinkling of an eye” the coal

dust burst into flame, with everything flammable catching fire. He later described

seeing the one-ton transporter cage hurled 200 feet up the shaft. It carried on

a further 70 feet into the air to become entangled in the winding wheel at the

top of the poppet head. Workers on the surface had to climb the poppet head

and cut through the tangled cables before another cage could be sent down to

rescue O’Brien and his mates.2

Alec Izatt, John Jackson and Alfred Peckham were working at the shafts with

O’Brien. Izatt, who was in an exposed position, was severely injured. Jackson

was also badly burned. Peckham, who had been in the shelter of a telephone

booth, received severe facial burns when he came out to help O’Brien remove

the burning clothes from Izatt and Jackson. The four miners were brought to

the surface in a transporter cage, after a hazardous ascent with the cage

becoming stuck at one point. Izatt died from his burns within hours, while

Jackson died in hospital nine days later. (Jackson’s father and brother were

killed in the explosion). O’Brien and Peckham were also badly burned, but both

recovered.3

A further eleven men were able to make their way to the Taupiri West shaft

and get out to safety that way. They had been knocked over by a secondary

pressure wave from the explosion but had avoided the fire. Workers on the

surface had initially fled to escape the blast, but soon returned to organise

rescue parties with other local volunteers. Another six men either made their

own way to the main shaft or were brought out by rescuers. One man, William

Brocklebank junior, was found by rescuers crawling on his hands and knees

towards the shaft. Brocklebank, who had been deep in the mine, was knocked

out by the explosion, but miraculously suffered only cuts and bruises. His

B. HEALEY, (L) AND W BROCLEBANK (R), SURVIVORS OF THE HUNTLY MINE DISASTER, SEPTEMBER 1914.
PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN, REF: 1/2-028529-F, ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY.
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father, Bill Brocklebank senior, was killed in the blast. With the deaths of Izatt

and Jackson, the mine explosion had claimed 43 lives. The Ralph’s mine disaster

remains the second-worst in New Zealand history after the Brunner explosion

of 1896, which claimed 65 lives. Casualties could have been far higher at Ralph’s.

Normally 160 men would have been working underground. September 12 was

the fortnightly pay Saturday, with only 62 men underground. On pay Saturdays

no actual mining went on, only maintenance work carried out by smaller crews.4

Soon after the disaster a three-man Royal Commission of Inquiry was convened,

with hearings beginning on 1 October. The Commission consisted of a

magistrate, Frederick Burgess, as chairman; along with John Brown, a mine

manager from Denniston, and John Dowgray, a Granity miner and prominent

Red Fed. William Massey’s Reform Government, in the wake of crushing the

Waihi and 1913 strikes, had a poor reputation among many unionists and most

miners. The Government appears to have appointed Dowgray, a leader of United

Federation of Labour, to ensure that the Commission of Inquiry was not

perceived as a rubber stamp body. The Commission found that mine

management had been ‘lax and unsatisfactory’ over safety matters. Ralph’s

mine, despite having a reputation as ‘safe’, was in fact gassy, with miners

burned in a number of earlier incidents. The Inspector of Mines, Boyd Bennie,

had done his job efficiently but failed to ensure that the mine manager, James

Fletcher, followed his recommendations. Management had failed to adequately

ventilate the old workings, failed to properly inspect those areas and had not

provided miners with safety lamps.5

Miners, through their union, were supposed to appoint their own check

inspectors, to ensure mine safety. In a letter to the Under-Secretary of Mines,

Bennie stated, “I as Inspector of Mines received no help from the Miners’

Union or their check inspectors, who are at present the creation of the mining

company directors”.6 Up to the end of 1912 the Huntly coal miners had a strong

union, with efficient check inspectors. Bennie had sometimes found the union’s

inspectors, John Edward Duncan and Edward ‘Billy Banjo’ Hunter, almost too

strident in their advocacy of worker safety.7 The Huntly miners were members

DRAWING FROM HARRY HOLLAND’S THE HUNTLY EXPLOSION.
ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY.
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of the New Zealand Federation of Labour, the Red Feds, and had withdrawn

from the arbitration system. The Taupiri Coal Company, under anti-union

company chairman Ewen Alison, set out to break their power. In November

1912 the Huntly miners held a one-day stoppage in support of the Waihi strikers.

The company responded by locking out the miners, dismissing the union

executive, included Duncan and Hunter, and calling in large numbers of police

from Auckland. Stuart Dixon, a miner who opposed the Red Feds and

sympathised with management, then formed the arbitrationist Huntly Miners’

Union. The new union had full company support; the Taupiri Coal Company

refusing to employ miners who did not belong to it and blacklisting many

known militants. The check inspector system broke down completely as the

arbitrationists would not take any action that antagonised management.8

By mid-1913 those militant miners who had managed to keep their jobs at

Huntly had taken control of the Huntly Miners’ Union. While remaining within

the arbitration system, the union now gave full support to the United Federation

of Labour. In October 1913 the Taupiri Coal Company dismissed 16 miners.

All the dismissed men were Red Fed supporters and three were members of

the executive. The union responded by going on strike, an action which, along

with the dispute at the Wellington waterfront, led to the outbreak of 1913 Great

Strike. Stuart Dixon was again called in by the Taupiri Coal Company to set up

yet another arbitrationist union, the Taupiri Miners’ Union. From the defeat

of the strike in mid-January 1914, this union was the only one allowed in the

mine. Once again known militants, such as former union President Bill Wood,

were blacklisted.9

Mines Inspector Bennie observed that Huntly miners generally believed the

leaders of the arbitrationist union to be agents of the company. Once again the

check inspector system broke down. Bennie stated he had received no reports

from check inspectors in the two years leading up to the disaster.10 Clearly the

destruction of effective unionism and of the check inspector system was a

factor in reducing the safety standards in the Huntly mine. Tom Wilford, lawyer

for the relatives of the deceased (and a Liberal MP), tried to raise the issue of

victimisation of unionists before the Huntly Commission of Inquiry. The

Commission Chairman ruled that this topic was not within the scope of the

inquiry.11

Labor activists immediately took up the cause of the Huntly miners. Bob

Semple, organiser for the United Federation of Labour, and Paddy Webb, Social

Democratic MP for Grey, both former miners, arrived at Huntly soon after the

disaster. They spoke to a public meeting of miners and supporters, calling for

the resignation of the scab union leaders and advocating mass support for the

families of the disaster victims. Semple and Webb also visited the survivors.

Joe O’Brien had been suffering severe depression after the explosion as he

recovered from his injuries. He later recalled that the visit by Semple and

Webb, who were old mates of his, had been a major factor in reviving his

spirits. Following on from the disaster the union members seized the opportunity

to dump the pro-management executive. A meeting of the Huntly Miners Union

on 28 October 1914 voted out Dixon and his cronies, electing a more

representative leadership. Joe O’Brien, who had been one of the key activists

in organising this meeting, was elected union secretary.12
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Harry Holland, the editor of the Maoriland Worker, had only just been released

from prison in September 1914. He had been serving a sentence for sedition

over his activities during the 1913 strike. Holland sat through the entire

Commission of Inquiry hearing at Huntly, producing a detailed account of its

findings. This was published as a 55-page, three-penny pamphlet, The Huntly

Explosion, with the alternative title The Huntly Holocaust. Unlike the Commission,

Holland did not shrink from squarely blaming the disaster on employer

victimisation of unions.13

The Huntly disaster also became an issue in the 1914 election. Prime Minister

Massey, who was also Minister of Labour, led a Reform Party government that

actively supported business interests and took a strong stand in helping break

the strikes of 1912 and 1913. Massey’s opponents charged him with destroying

effective unionism at Huntly and with failing to pass new mining safety

legislation. Independent Labour MP John Payne was ejected from the chamber

for accusing Massey of murder, while Paddy Webb was ejected for charging

the prime minister with manslaughter. Massey in turn accused his opponents

of exploiting the tragedy for political gain.14

From the Gallipoli landing in 1915 onwards, casualty lists were to become a

depressing fact of life for New Zealanders in a country at war. In September

1914 a public yet to be familiar with such tragedies were shocked by the death

DRAWING FROM HARRY HOLLAND’S THE HUNTLY EXPLOSION.
ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY.
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toll at Huntly. The unions immediately began raising funds for the victims’

families, as did local mayors, newspapers and community organisations around

the country. Patriotic groups directed funds to the miners’ families, despite

lingering doubts over the loyalty of miners who had struck in 1913. By July

1915 the Huntly Disaster Fund had collected £310,996 (the equivalent of

$1,539,569 in 2014). The explosion left 25 widows and more than 50 children

without fathers. The money raised was vested in the Public Trust and

administered by the Public Trustee, along with three trustees appointed by the

people of Huntly. Widows were allotted an allowance of 15 shillings a week

(which was stopped if they remarried) and each child under 14 received 5

shillings a week.15 Joe O’Brien, who was one of those appointed as a trustee,

expressed his strong admiration for the widows who made such a great job of

bringing up their families in the wake of the disaster.16

James Fletcher, manager of Ralph’s Mine at the time of the disaster, was

prosecuted for manslaughter. On hearing the prosecution case in March 1915,

a Supreme Court jury decided Fletcher had no case to answer.17 This verdict

outraged most mining unionists and their supporters. Meanwhile 23 Huntly

widows served writs on the Taupiri Coal Company for compensation. In May

1915 the company agreed to pay £314,500 compensation to the widows and

orphans.18

The Huntly disaster occurred just after the outbreak of the First World War, in

a vital war industry. It is a telling reminder that industrial accidents continue

to bring death and injury during wartime. The sorry tale revealed by the 1914

Commission of Inquiry strikes a chord today, when we have also seen workplace

safety compromised by corner-cutting, flawed regulation and the destruction

of the unions that have acted to protect workers’ health and safety.

Peter Clayworth, a member of the LHP executive, is writing a biography of labour

leader Pat Hickey
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Jay Miller

Sometime between the 1840s and 1860s William Trautmann’s mother and

father, Augusta and Edmund, decided to leave Germany. William does not

provide a date for the emigration, but he does supply a reason. He attributes

their emigration solely to a political feud erupting between conservative and

liberal sides of the clan, Edmund’s own militant side spurning both Edmund

and his wife, who came from the more liberal Kosel family of teachers and

preachers: “[F]ather’s side was arrayed against him and our flock by the

bourgeois-military cast [sic] that was to become the curse of the world.” The

political rationale provided could be attributed to the 1848 revolutions that

crossed Europe and to a resulting polarization of perspectives in the family.

Evidently the Trautmanns first went to the US, as William insists in 1918 and

1938 that Edmund was naturalized as an American citizen in California. The

couple then journeyed to the North Island of New Zealand, living on Auckland’s

North Shore in 1867, where Edmund worked as a butcher. A short time later

they moved to Grahamstown, a mining community located on the Coromandel

Peninsula by the Firth of Thames.

A goldrush was on, and the Trautmanns were among the first to arrive at the

Thames Goldfield. Edmund had a stake in two promising claims, the Little

Duffer (later part of the Tookey claim) located “at the bottom of Moanataiari

creek” and the Just-in-Time (later part of the Golden Calf), and he worked as

a miner at the Crown Prince Mine. In 1868 Augusta (age 22) and Edmund

bought a parcel of land and a house and had started a family that would

eventually number four children—three sons, Edmund, Jr., William, Charles,

and one daughter, Ida. William Ernest Trautmann, the second born, arrived

1 July 1869.

The wheel turned in May 1871, however, when Edmund received serious injuries

to the head and neck from falling debris while working in the shaft of the

Golden Calf. Two years later in August 1873, the Auckland Star reported that

Edmund and Henry Murant had been arrested for pilfering bits of gold from

the United Pumping Association Works by “scraping up the plates.” The recently

enacted Quartz-Crushing Machines Regulation and Inspection Act granted

authorities broad powers to investigate and punish such cases. Edmund and

Murant were among the first prosecuted under the 1872 Act. Apparently they

were to be made examples of as both were sentenced to six months imprisonment

and hard labor.

The following year, hard luck was followed by tragedy when Edmund died in

a mining accident at the Crown Prince Mine on 11 May 1874. He entered a

chamber filled with carbonic gas without carrying a lit candle, which would

have alerted him of the danger, and collapsed from asphyxiation before he

could escape. “Thames was the worst goldfield on the Coromandel Peninsula

for gas,” says David Arbury, the New Zealand researcher whose diligence

uncovered much of the Trautmanns’ story. “You suffocate through the lack of

oxygen—a horrible death, like drowning in water.” After the interment Augusta

wanted to return to Germany, so mine manager John Beeche organized the

An IWW founder’s New Zealand
childhood

NOTE: The following short passage is taken

from a forthcoming biography of William

Trautmann who, in 1905, was instrumental
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World, and became its first general-secretary.

The IWW, whose members were popularly
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of Labour. It had its greatest influence in the

years up to and including WW1, and spread

from the US to many countries, including

New Zealand. Late in his life, Trautmann

wrote, but apparently never completed,

an autobiography. The original is held at

Wayne State University, Michigan and a

copy is held in the Alexander Turnbull

Library, Wellington.

Dr Jay Miller wrote a 2000 thesis on

Trautmann, and is now expanding and

revising it for publication. The following brief

extract is taken from the second chapter of

his work in progress. For any questions or

comments on the extract or the work in

general, contact editor@lhp.org.nz

WILLIAM TRAUTMANN (L) WITH IWW PRESIDENT

‘BIG BILL’ HAYWOOD.
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Trautmann Relief Fund which solicited contributions from the community.

In a few months enough money had been raised (about $200) for Augusta to

book passage.

She and the children boarded the clipper ship Countess of Kintore, which

sailed on 26 October for the voyage to Great Britain via the Cape of Good Hope.

The ship berthed in London about 100 days later on 4 February 1875. The

family then made its way to Germany, where only hard-nosed Trautmanns

and dispersion awaited. The exact fates of her sons, Edmond, Jr. and Charles,

are unknown, although nearly 40 years later Charles surfaced in Boston, nursing

older brother William back to life after the terrible beating he had suffered.

Augusta and five-year-old daughter Ida left for America, arriving in New York

the following year. Augusta worked as a “scrub woman,” while Ida attended

school. In contrast, William was left behind in Germany and placed in a “military

orphan asylum.” In 1875 the six-year-old Trautmann was fatherless, homeless,

and now abandoned by his mother to face the rigors of Prussian military

discipline alone.

Trautmann arrived in Germany shortly after the 1871 unification of the German

states, an historical event that was mostly the handiwork of Prussian nationalist

Otto von Bismarck. After the unification Bismarck focused on domestic affairs,

on the “social and political consolidation of the German Reich.”1 Consolidation

included meeting the socialist challenge. Because of the 1871 Paris Commune,

the deleterious effects of laissez-faire economics on German workers and the

resulting labor unrest of 1869-1873, and the emergence of the Social Democratic

Workers party in 1875, “proletarian socialism” was seen to threaten the legitimacy

and integrity of the established order of monarchy, aristocracy, and capitalism.

When not writing, Jay Miller teaches English at a community college in

Missouri, US.
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The Ragged-Trousered
Philanthropists
by Robert Tressell

Well over forty years ago I was in a literature group.

Every Saturday morning (and in my memory they were

always frosty and foggy mornings), myself and others

went to Henry and Madge’s house to talk about literature.

Everyone there was a miner or part of pit life in some

way. Henry and Madge had been in the Party (in the days

before you had to use the adjective “Communist” to

describe it—there was only one Party!) and had finally

left in 1956 over the Soviet invasion of Hungary. They

had, unlike many others, not moved to the right but to

the left and, like others in the village, existed in a kind

of left wing limbo. Most of the regulars there were

“unaligned” leftists as they called themselves. Together

we read literature.

I use the term “literature” carefully. We read, if you like,

two canons—the accepted literary canon and the canon

of what we might call “radical literature”. Sometimes the

two canons merged. The older people read literature with

an intensity I have never seen anywhere else. It was as

if they were sucking in oxygen and they had fierce ideas

of who should be read and why. Ivanhoe by Sir Walter

Scott was a radical novel par excellence—reflecting

comradeship and a critique of class and racism. George

Eliot was decent but went to pot. Stick with Felix Holt

and you’ll be OK. Charlie Dickens was a liberal. Great

writer but a liberal. All he wants is kinder people in

charge. How could anyone respect Jane Austen after

having read Mansfield Park? (Austen was particularly

disliked by Madge and some of the others). Thomas

Hardy—he’s the one. Freethinker and savage critic of

life as it is lived. Jimmy, Henry’s brother, read Jude The

Obscure every year. He remained quite a funny guy

considering. I remember reading it and being rather

bemused by its misery. It was only when I was older that

I realized the true horror of how suffocating, self

righteous and unwittingly cruel the middle class can be.

As you can imagine, all these ideas caused me some

confusion when I achieved “the dreaming spires”.

I hated The Ragged-Trousered Philanthropists when we

read it. The book seemed excruciatingly boring and to

my mind never got started. It just went on and on and

on going nowhere for no reason. I gave up and put it

aside. I returned to it again in 1986 or so. It was a different

world. The mining community I knew so well had been

destroyed by a vindictive government and the “ragged-

trousered philanthropists” who supported them. Some

of the people from the reading group were dead, others

adrift and unsure of anything anymore. I don’t know why

I picked the damn thing up to read, but I did. This time

it was different.

The Ragged-Trousered Philanthropists was written by Robert

Noonan, under the name of Robert Tressell. Noonan died

in 1911 and the book was not published until 1914 and

then in a rather expurgated form until it was published

in its entirety in 1955. It quickly become a socialist classic

and was read by many, many people. The novel’s main

protagonist is Frank Owen, a socialist painter who works

in Mugsborough (in reality, Hastings in Sussex) amongst

a group of painters who are symbolic of the “Ragged-

Trousered Philanthropists”—those who freely give their

labour to the bosses who grow rich on it.

Now, I could see just how well Noonan could write. There

are long leisurely discussions, drawn-out lectures,

wonderful descriptions of people and precise accounts

of the particulars of the painter’s job. There’s humour.

Of Owen the socialist, Noonan writes “It was because he

was in the habit of speaking of these subjects that his

fellow workers came to the conclusion that there was

probably something wrong with his mind.” All aspects

of their lives are portrayed. Casual labour with the fear

of being laid off and your debt spiralling so far out of
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control that the workhouse beckons. Noonan himself, a

single parent with a daughter, lived in terror of that

happening to him. Low wages that sap your ability to

function and encourage you never to plan ahead. Shocking

housing where you make the best of what you can,

because that is all you can do. It is, in my opinion, one

of the great realist novels of the English language.

Central to it is Frank Owen. He is a man who has found

a way out, a vision of a better and fairer society where

all this could disappear, and the book deals with his

attempts to share this dream with the others; help them

conceive of a better life, a better way of being, “a different

order of things” as Robert Owen said. He is continually

frustrated, laughed at and insulted but he keeps going,

trying to understand why only a few others feel the same.

The book is not an action-packed read. There are times

when it reads as a series of philosophic dialogues, other

times as though one is in a socialist lecture hall being

firmly harangued. There is a wonderful chapter “The

Great Money Trick” where Owen explains the Marxist

theory of economics by using cut pieces of bread. I burst

out laughing reading it, acknowledging what a waste of

time all those awful talks/ lectures on the subject I had

attended were and how unnecessarily complicated they

had been. Noonan, indeed, appeals throughout the novel

to the old idea of common sense. He lets Owen use what

materials he has available to explain his ideas—his life,

the life of others, a set of tools—all the things his

workmates could relate to and gradually you become lost

in this world of discussion and response. The language

of hope is reflected in the language of everyday objects

and experiences. It’s a slow and infinitely reflective read,

one you will interrogate, disagree with, be unsure of and,

finally respect.

There is no answer offered by Noonan as to how these

poor philanthropists will change and help bring about a

better day. As I see it, sometimes there is an appeal to

reason, to common sense that one day will win through.

Other times there appears to be an acceptance of a need

for a wholesale revolt. Conditions are so unendurable

that they will provoke anger and how they have been

treated and no one will take it anymore. The fact that

Noonan provides no answer was important to me.

Uncertainty is certainly not an ignoble condition and

Owen escapes the mechanistic portrayal of radicals in,

say, Jack London’s The Iron Heel. He is tired, dispirited,

frustrated, but he keeps going on. Heroism, Noonan

suggests, comes in many forms and Owen is a true hero.

I do encourage you to read this sprawling, passionate,

complicated, boring (I said it) and wonderful novel.

After finishing it, in 1986 I think, I remember feeling a

palpable sense of desolation. I was reading this book

with my hopes and dreams of twenty years earlier

shattered. All those possibilities had disappeared and we

were engaged in brutal battles just to retain the status

quo. Frank Owen was as real to me as if he were having

a cup of tea in the other room. I had been in jobs where

I had been mocked for my beliefs. Like Owen and so

many others, I had developed a quick wit and learnt to

defend my ideas and I could understand his essential

loneliness. Like him, I’d met trade unions leaders who

urged acquiescence in the name of a pragmatism that

always suited them, churchgoers who said one thing and

did another, bosses who just wanted what they could take

from you and bugger the cost. Like him, I despised them.

We had just lost the great coal strike for justice in part

because of these “philanthropists” that Tressell wrote

about. Bravery and solidarity can only go so far when

you were in a minority. I was learning then what people

like Henry and Madge had always known. A fairer world,

where everyone will be able to realise their own potential

by the destruction of the structural inequality that causes

so much physical and emotional damage, will only come

about when the “ragged-trousered philanthropists” join

in and abandon their acquiescence. They are the majority

still and we still have to urge them to our side without

compromising our beliefs. We cannot just talk to those

who agree, or nearly agree, with us. That was Owen’s

challenge and it is still ours today. Noonan’s book was

published one hundred years ago and, like all great

literature, it remains as relevant now as it was then. You

did me proud Henry and Madge. Thank you.

Reviewed by Barry Pateman
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The Mighty Totara: The Life and Times of Norman Kirk by

David Grant. Random House, New Zealand, 2014.

I am sure that many of you reading this may have read

David Grant’s The Mighty Totara. It’s been widely and

favourably reviewed as well as being a finalist in the NZ

Post Book Awards for nonfiction this year. What I’d like

to do is offer some thoughts on the book as one who has

recently moved to New Zealand and is grappling with its

political and social history. What do I make of this

biography of a man I have only the slightest knowledge

of (he stopped the Springboks tour and vigorously

opposed nuclear testing would sum that knowledge up?)

I had known David Grant’s work both in the field of

labour history and the history of what we might call

Christian conscientious objection. I had no idea that he

was a biographer.

The book, I have to say, is a marvelous read. We are

introduced both to Kirk and the worlds he inhabited at

the various stages of his life. You’d expect that from a

good biography. What you don’t often get is writing of

elegance smoothness that creates a narrative which carries

you effortlessly along into this world. This elegance, if

I may use such a term, is deceptive. Sentences contain

so much knowledge yet still somehow don’t creak under

the weight. I learnt a lot without even knowing I was

learning and I was swept up in the inevitable tide that

Kirk’s life appeared to be. One is left more than impressed

with the massive amount of research that had gone on

to inform the book and we are conscious that we have

touched a life that, in it’s own way, had all the

characteristics of a Greek or Shakespearian tragedy. You

should be warned that this is book is a biography and

not an hagiography. Some of the sections, in their

portrayal of Kirk’s family life for instance, make for

unsettling reading

Some things stood out for me. Grant conveys beautifully,

if that is the right word, the sheer, relentless energy of

the young Kirk. As Lyttelton’s MP every letter that got to

him received a hand written reply. Kirk attended as many

functions in his constituency as was humanly possible.

Of course we can see this as simply wanting to retain

his seat but many of the functions he attended do not

seem to have offered any real political reward. His work

in the Chatham Islands seems, all these years later, to

be deserving of the highest praise. I don’t know if such

astonishing efforts were part and parcel of most

constituency MPs’ lives. I rather think they were not. My

heart soared when I read how he had donated books to

the libraries in his constituency. Kirk called books his

“patient friends”. They had educated him and were always

there waiting for him when he needed them. Like many

autodidacts, the act of reading was a both a liberation

and a comfort and for all his reading there was a kind

of anti-intellectualism about him that I found intriguing.

Most of my life has been spent working with histories

of those whose fights were extra-parliamentary, who

thought parliamentary politics a charade. Grant’s book

made me realise just how, in essence, Parliament is a

battleground. Kirk is shown avidly learning its rules and

procedures—the weapons he needs to function in this

world he knows little about. To my mind he appears to

have seen a supreme Parliamentarian who is still driven

by this remarkable relentless energy. Late night drinks

until two in the morning, back at work five hours later.

This apparently boundless energy seems to have both

impressed and worried his colleagues and friends. His

charisma, as it did for so many other men and women

of stature, hid the doubts, worries and uncertainties he

had. Kirk stands out for me, though, because of his hard

work. He appears to have been a man who was not

satisfied by his ability to speak well and sound impressive.

The Mighty Totara
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In his case his charisma also hid the brutally hard regime

he put his mind and body through.

Running like a steel thread through the book is Kirk’s

efforts to put New Zealand on the world stage. I hadn’t

realized until I read this work just how isolated New

Zealand was and how Kirk and others helped it achieve

its own identity, away from the UK. Kirk’s drive to do

this, to travel the world and engage in conferences,

activities, meetings, even as Leader of the Opposition

reflect both his prescience and his efforts to portray New

Zealand as the “social workshop of the world”. If others

may see that as unreal or unlikely or even hypocritical,

Grant has left me in no doubt that Kirk genuinely believed

that. During the tension with France over nuclear testing,

Kirk angrily states at one point “New Zealand is not a

doormat”. Others will be able to say far better than I can

how far he succeeded but I am impressed with how he

poured his efforts and energies into attempting to locate

this country in the wider world.

The standout chapter, for me, is the chapter on the

planned Springbok tour of 1973. Grant’s writing is

assured as well as quite masterful as he guides us through

the twists and turns of the whole business. For Grant it

is the courage Kirk showed in changing his mind from

a support for the tour to his final opposition and he

shows how Kirk, beset by so many competing voices,

listened, reflected and decided. Grant, with the elegance

I mentioned earlier, guides us into this whole process-

the African nations threatening to boycott  the

Commonwealth games, the South African propaganda

machine, thepressure from anti-apartheid groups, all of

this grips and draws in the reader. Kirk’s final decision

“A tour by white South Africans would exacerbate

differences of attitudes on racial matters within New

Zealand” rang out across the world. Nelson Mandela in

his prison cell heard it and rejoiced. So did millions

across the world. Others, of course, were less ecstatic. If

you read nothing else, do read this chapter. It’s a

marvellous exercise in historical and political writing.

Kirk rose to prominence at a time when the media,

especially television, began to influence the political

world. I rather think this did not do Kirk any favours.

He wasn’t a sound bite man from what I can tell. His

arguments moved towards a rolling climax, building up

slowly, taking in the odd tangent and byway, and drawing

his listeners slowly and gradually to where he wanted

them to be. This may not have been pretty, but it was

powerful. It’s what we used to call “Stump oratory” and

reading Kirk one can’t help but wonder at the damage

the media has done to political discourse. A discourse

that now concertinas ideas into quick and smiling

segments. I should also add that this book is far more

than a biography. It’s a history of the Labour Party and

the elements of some unions. I do not have the knowledge

to gauge whether or not Grant is correct but he does

provide evidence to support any assertion he makes.

Finally, I described Kirk’s life earlier as a Greek or

Shakespearian tragedy, and I want to develop this. His

body had shown early signs of breaking down in 1958

and he appears not to have taken good care of his health.

All the early years of relentless hard work caught up with

him and he carried like some the seeds of his own

destruction. I am left with a feeling of overwhelming

sadness as the book ends. The last year of his life where

he sensed that he had so much to do or say and yet his

body would not let him, must have been agonising.

Fuelled by paranoia, weaker and more tired each day,

he saw all the possibilities slipping away. No longer

could he recover like he had done and he must have

felt so much despair. It’s painful to read when such a

person fades so early, and one is left with the thought

of what might have been. So much potential that was

never fulfilled.

Reviewed by Barry Pateman
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Working Lives c.1900: A Photographic Essay by Eric Olssen.

Otago University Press, 2014.

This is a book to savour. Centered primarily in Dunedin

it presents us with archival photographs sourced from

numerous institutions including the Hocken collections,

the Dunedin City Council Archives, the Alexander Turn-

bull Library, and Te Papa. These are pictures of working

life in that city many taken around the turn of the

nineteenth/ twentieth century. Olssen provides a wonder-

fully informative commentary on the images together

with a clear, yet detailed, history of the industrial

development of Dunedin. The book begins with this

development and we are immediately struck by the size

and impressiveness of the factories and warehouses. The

railway workshops, the concrete factory, the department

store, and the gasworks all appear, and like other buildings

shown, convey a sense of grandeur and power. The setup

of each workplace is carefully described and we have a

sense of the pattern and rhythm of life in them that is

developed as the book progresses.

The author also presents us with pictures of the jobs that

have disappeared as a result of the changes in capitalism

and technological production. The “clicking” department

in the shoemakers, the Chinese waterwheel driver in the

market garden, the distinct procedures and tasks of a

rope and twine company all reflect a world of work that

shaped people but has now disappeared. Precision is

everything. A picture of the laying of sewer pipes is

accompanied by a detailed description of how they would

have been laid.

The photographs also introduce us to the disparities and

differences that were woven into this world of work. The

sheer relentlessness and repetition of work in a woollen

and worsted mill, with women earning less than men—

men had to “support” their families, even if they were

single! Offices, as the photographs show, employed

mainly men, although that would change in the next

thirty or so years.

We are presented with some sense of domestic life and

there is also a brief chapter on the labour movement and

the Labour Party

The reader will find much to learn from these pictures

—the nature of dress and social class, the intricacies of

craft, the sheer arduousness of the work as well as the

hidden tensions suggested by body language. I looked

at some of them with a magnifying glass. That way you

can just see the roughness of hands, the watch fobs, the

tired lines around the faces, the bag left half open on the

floor. Many people in these pictures are not easy subjects.

There is an awkwardness about them in front of the

camera. Few, if any, smile (it would be interesting to

work out just when people began to do that in pictures)

and they seem unsure about what is going on.

This is social and labour history of the highest standard.

Olssen is at pains to point out that the camera cannot

show everything—the dust, the smells, the work of the

nightsoil men. For decorum’s sake nobody would have

taken pictures of them. That said, this book allows us to

enter the world of work and all its complexities in a New

Zealand city as it begins its charge into the twentieth

century. It offers us a sense of what has been gained as

well as what has been lost. It is to be hoped that other

New Zealand cities and towns will have the impressive

expertise of someone like Olssen to create their own

similar records. It is a task well worth doing.

Barry Pateman is the Reviews Editor of the LHP Bulletin.

Working Lives c.1900






